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Abstract of Thesis 
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between depression, 
acting-out, and the social relationships. This study utilizes 117 children, from a state 
psychiatric facility, diagnosed using DSM-III criteria as: depressed; conduct disorder-
socialized, or conduct rlisordcr-nonsocialized. Thirty "normal" children were used as 
a comparison group. The children were given the Children's Depression Inventory con-
sisting of 27 items scored on a 3-point scale. The instrument is a self-report measure 
reflecting a degree of depressive sympfomology. The results indicated that the conduct 
disorder-nonsocialized group and the depressed group scored significantly higher than 
the conduct disorder-socialized and the normal groups. 
Two major explanations were offered for the results. The first dealt with the 
instrument. A self-report instrument may not be sufficient lo assess masked depres-
sion. By definition, masked depression refers to an unconscious process whereby 
acting-out behavior defends against conscious awareness of depression. The child may 
not be aware of subjective depression and therefore, does not reporl depressive symp-
tomology. 
i 
A second explanation dealt with the assignment and attributes of the subject 
groups. It is unclear exactly how the two conduct disorder groups differ. Variables 
such as duration of the acting-out, family history, precipitating stressors, type of 
acting-out behaviors, SES, IQ, referral source and school problems were not controlled 
in this study and may prove valuable in determining a group of children who expe-
rience depression with their acting-out. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In n:cc:nl )Cars muc:h allcnliou has been focused on !he problem of childhood de-
pression. llnlil lhc pasl :w years lhc don,inanl position held was lhc idea that childhood 
depression did nul ex isl or al lwsl, Iha! ii was nol worlh 1111: lime and energy to investi-
gale. llowever, lhc last two decades have seen the ri,search and intcn•st of this disorder 
burgeon inlo a rcspcclahle accruemenl of literature. The early <lays of argument and 
,) 
data collection centered around controversy that was sun11narize<l al the First Conference 
on Childhood Depression in 1975, and laler published hy Schulterhrandt and Raskin 
(1977). Al one pole was the argunu:nl lhal childhood depression exists as a separate 
entity, experienced hy many children, and is not unlilw the depressive syndrome disorder 
experienced hy adults. Al lhc olher pole was the conlention that depression in children 
might not uc a distind clinieal syndronu: hut a phenomenon or condition of normal 
childhood development, evaueseenl in nalure and dissipaling in time. 
Theories clinging to 1111: position Iha! chililhood depression exists as a separate en-
tity have taken a dominaul role iu clinical research over the past eight years. The position 
has hccn modified nntil, now, llu: ri:scard, has fallen into three schools of thought. These 
tlm·.e schools wc•re rec:cnlly s1111111wri,.ccl and presented in a paper by Cytryn, McKnew, 
and llunney ( i <JBO) as follows: I) childhood dq.1rcssio11 is a unique clinical entity that 
n•.quires Spl".C'ific cliaguostic-. crill'ria which arc diffC'n:nl from thus,· in adults: 2) childhood 
dcpn·ssion t·an IH' suhsumcd 11ml<·r adult .iff,•,:live di.sonlcrs and meets the same criteria 
with slight 111,"lificalion rrlkding cl1"\'l"lop111cnlal lcvds; aud H) chilclhood depression 
ca11nol he co11sicl,~r,~d a valid t·.li11ieal ,~111ity until 111ore. ~1wcific crilcria arc agreed upon. 
In on!.:r lo provide· support for !he position tlwl d1ildhoocl clepression is a variant 
of aclull affcc:lirn clisorclcrs, Cylryn, ~1<-Kncw, and B1111nc,y prc·s,·nted a point-by-point 
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comparison between the diagnostic criteria of Cytryn and McKnew ( 1972), DSM-I I I 
(1978), Weinberg (1973), and Kovac and Beck's CDI (1977). After comparing 26 be-
haviors associated with depression, the authors state that there is a high rate of agreement 
across the four sets of criteria, with only 3 df the 26 behaviors showing a complete lack 
of concordance (the behavior appearing in only 1 out of the 4 sets). Based on this 
striking overlap of the criteria, the authors conclude that: 1) childhood and adult diag-
nostic criteria for depression are similar; and 2) DSM-I I I is a valid classificatory system 
to assist the clinician in diagnosing childhood depression. Therefore, childhood depres-
sion may be subsumed under adult affective disorders with slight modifications that 
reflect developmental levels. 
Support for their position that childhood depression exists as a separate clinical 
entity was based upon an earlier study by two of the authors (Cytryn & McKnew, 1972). 
While positing at the time that childhood depression exists similar to adult affective dis-
orders with slight modifications reflecting normal development, the authors also identi-
fied three subtypes of classes in children: 1) acute depression, 2) chronic depression, and 
3) masked depression. The acute and chronic depressive syndromes present similar 
clinical symptoms such as: 
1) severe impairment of the child's scholastic and social adjustment; 
2) disturbance of sleep and eating patterns; 
3) feelings of despair; 
4) hopelessness and helplessness; 
5) psychomotor retardation; and 
6) occasional suicidal thoughts or attempts. 
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Also 1101,al are pcrsiste11L sad affect, withdrawal, periods of agilation and anxiety. The 






prccipitali11g ca11scs immediately preceding onset of illness; 
prcmorliid adjuslrne11I; and 
family his Lory. 
In masked depression, a depressive disorder is 11ot clearly manifested, but rather the 
child displays a variety of primary bclrnvioral ,lisonlers such as: 
1) hyperactivity; 
2) aggressive behavior; 
3) psychosonwtie illness; 
4) hypod1011driasis; and 
5) d,·lin'lul"ni:y. 
The first two categories (acute and d1ronic) share symptoms with adult affective 
disorders and appear opcralionally valid ( Kendell, 1976; Lewis, 1971). The third, masked 
depri,ssion, has l,eeu a mon: ,·onlrovcrsial classificatiou and certainly one that is much 
morl' difficull to quantify. Opponents of !he co11cepl slalc thal it is nn11ecessary and 
lacks heuristic value (li.oval"s ,'\: ll!'ck, 1977: McC:onvilll", lloag, & l'urohit, 1973), while 
those supporting Lhe concept point oul its polcntial significance i11 diagnosis and treat-
ment of depressive disorders. 0111" s[11dy supporti11g: thl" concept of masked depression 
was undertaken by Pouia11ski and Zrnll ( 11170). l11 this study, from 66 case histories of 
7-12 year old children, th,• a11lhors s1"l1·i:tcd a group of IO which met predetermined 
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crileriil for depression. They !hen compared the demographic information and symptom-
ology ul' lhc lO cases. Their results indicatcu all l0 cases showed excessive crying, social 
wilhdrawal, poor self-image, anu a full range of acting-out uehaviors. The authors suggest 
!hat the acling-ont uchaviors serve as a means of avoiuing depression. Further, they 
stale the acting-out is oflcn lhc focus of altc11Jion 1,y the "parents and school, with the 
depressive elcmcnl um·ccognizcd" (p. 13). 
Further supporl of the concepl of masked depression was provided by Carlson 
and Cantwell (19B0). Using lhe Childnen's Depression Inventory, they used 102 English 
speaking d1ildrcn in a psychialric outpalicnl selling to elucidate the concept of masked 
dcprt'ssion. The authors grouped ihc suhjccls inlo one of lhrcc categories: 
I) behavior disorder alone; 
2) affective disorder alone; and 
3) affective disorder wilh bchavi,1ral disordt'r. 
TIH'y reported that the lhird group showed si~nificanlly higher scores on the CDI and 
had been diagnosed as depressed. Since I his g;roup also prcscnlcd wilh substantial be-
havior problems, th<'y suggcsled lhal !his group probably conlaincd children whose be-
havior was masking an unilcrlying dcpnession. 
In vicwinµ llie literature on masked d1•1u·l·~~io11 :-le\T.ral common characteristics 
arc stic11 in the various sludi,:s. In mJdilio11 lo 1hr adinµ:-0111 behavior, another common 
vein observed in lhcsc studies concerns ihl' s,wial 1'11nt:1in11ing or the child (Weiss, 1973; 
Malza, 1964;Cold & Mann, 1972). In lhc C:y1ry11 a111l McKn,·.w (1980) study previously 
cited, lhe anthors reclassified lhc subj,·ds in I heir "111i1sk,·d depression" group according 
to DSM-III criteria. Their results indit:alcd thal O\'l'r 50~f, or ihcir subjects fell into a 
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conduct disorder classification, suggesting that social problems, acting-out, and depression 
may be significantly correlated. 
Echoing this premise are Hetherington, Stouwie, and Ridberg (1971). They in-
vestigated characteristics of delinquency an\i, suggest several distinct types of children are 
associated with delinquency: 1) the psychopathic type, associated with lack of socializa-
tion and regard for others; 2) the disturbed type, related to social withdrawal and depres-
sion; and 3) the subcultural type, involving social relationships with members of a group 
seen as deviant. Groups 1 and 3 suggest a group of unsocialized children whose acting· 
out is not associated with depression while Group 2 suggests a group of socialized children 
whose acting-out correlates highly with depression. 
In general, it is relatively well agreed that certain types of behaviors/symptoms 
comprise a depressive disorder in both children and adults. However, when the idea of 
masked depression is introduced, a new set of unreliable or, at best, unestablished symp-
toms are used to ferret the notion that a depression exists. The purpose of this study is 
to elucidate the concept masked depression by comparing a group of children wh_o 
are diagnosed as: 1) depressed, 2) conduct disorder-socialized, and 3) conduct disorder-
nonsocialized. In addition, a fourth group, comprised of "normal" children, will be 
compared with the three psychiatric groups. This comparison is based on a measurement 
using the total score received on the Children's Depression Inventory ( Kovac and Beck, 
1977). It may be hypothesized that when a child begins to experience a depression, a 
loss of social interests may occur and ability to maintain existing relationships may be 
difficult. For a child who has maintained stable social relationships over recent time, this 
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may lead to acting-out and aggression that serve to displace the awareness of the depres-
sion. Conversely, acting-out behaviors associated with the child who has not had stable 
social relationships may not reflect an underlying depression. Therefore, it is expected, 
based on this assumption, that the conduct disorder-socialized group would be more 
likely to score higher on a self-report measure of dep~ession than the conduct disorder-
nonsocialized group. Also, the depressed group would be more likely to be the highest 
scoring group, while the normal group would score significantly lower than any of the 
three psychiatric groups. 
In view of the research cited, the following research hypothesis is offered: 
1) the depressed group will score significantly higher than both the conduct 
disorder-nonsocialized and normal groups, but not significantly higher than 
the conduct disorder-socialized group on a self-report measure of depression. 
LITE!ti\TUIU'. ,u:vrnw 
Dq,rc::;sion l11lroclucl~cl 
The conccpl ol' dc:pr,~:-;:;io11 i11 adult:,; hati been prumi11enl for decades and is now 
a well documc11lc1I, well rcsearclu:il concept (Kendell, 1976; Rumke, 1960; Lewis, 1959; 
Bow111an& !loss, 1951;R11llcr, 197l;(;raham, 1974;1'clli, 19711). Conlroversysur• 
rounding this disorder has '""'n n:duccd l,y tl'1e csiablishmcnl of operational criteria, 
the tlcvclopmenl of rali111; scales lo 111eas11n·. mood stales, the use of more controlled 
research methods lo co1111H11·1· various populali1111s a111I the use of various antidepressant 
drugs (Feighner, 1972;Z11ng, ]<J60>; llamill1111, 1967; fleck, 1972). While confusion and 
disagreements have nol l1<:c11 lulally diminal<!d, llu: diagnoslic confidence of clinicians 
is now more hoistero11s, n·sting on a nwn• solid research fo111ulation (Kendell, 1976). 
However, in child p:;yc·liology. llil' 11t1lio11 of a dcpressiv1•. di:;ordcr functioning as 
a separate c11tity has hec11 rdalivPly ig1111rPd until tlu: pasl l!'i years. 111 the last two 
decades Llw conc<·pl of dcpn·ssio11 c'_\.i::-1 i11~ i11 eliildn·11 as a ~cparate cnliLy has Leen sub• 
stanlially supported (Frn1111111·r, 1%11: 1'111.11.111,ki & Zrull, 1970; Philips, 1979; Kashani, 
197B; Carlson ,'v Cm1twcll, I <J7<J: l'clli. I '!711: 1'11i;:-.-\11ti .. h, 111:111, & Mark, 19711; Kolb, 
1977; Pearce, 1977;(;i1lle111a11-Kli·i11. (<J;-;-, A11i111,11v, 11!77; '""'acs,'v Beck, 1977). 
This posilion Im:; 1101 go11c wiLl1011I ~wrio11~ 1:liallt•11g,·. For darily purposes, the 
discussion of llw lill'r.1l11n· ,~olH'l'r11i11{.! 1111·:-w t·liallt·11~r:,; aw divided into lwo sections: 
1) dcprcssio11 as a pl11·11111111·11011 111' l'hildhood cl,·v,•l11p11w11t, a11d 2) dqm:ssion as a separ-
ate entity. 
Depression as a pl11,i101111·111111 ,,r <'hildhood d,·1·rlo11111c11I. 111 the forcfro11l of the 
controversy is a cousidcrnl•ion of ilw d,·1·dop111,,11tal asp<'cls of the child. l'roponcnls of 
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lhi.s posilio11 l'il,· lhl' Nc:w York lo11gil11di11al study (Chess & Thomas, 1972) lo support 
ihc 111,lion lhal almosl all c:hildn·n al one: li1111· or another during development evince 
:;i~u~ of disl11rlu:d IJdiavior, a11cl give11 lime, lhcsc problems tend Lo remit spontaneously 
in ,11,isl l'a,es. The Nl'w York sludy rollows I ,l6 normal children from the earliest 
111011lhs of lit'<- onward. Lcrkowil,. a11d llurl.011 ( 1978) reporl that through 6 years of 
follow-up, ;J (j6 or lhc: children wen, idl'nlif'icd as having behaviors which are associated 
with depression, and lhal 111>11c or lhcse children were classified as having an affective 
disorder. II is nolcd thal a rate of lwhavioral prnhlcms lhis high in a "normal" popula-
Lion, supposc,lly nol s,•lecl<·d for psychopathology, can scarcely be interpreted as sig-
11iricm1Lly devianl. Thereron,, I hey sugg .. sl lhis lo lw a d,wdopmcntal phenomenon 
ralhi,r lhan an aclual d<>pri,ssivc- disordc,r. Fnrlhl'r, ilu,y suggi,sl lhal this may account for 
the high nse of lhc d<'J>rcssivc diagnosis wilh ,·.hililwn. 
Anollwr clastiit: slucly su~csling llw 11olion of depression being an ephemeral con-
1lilio11 in children was ,·,>111l11clcd hy Ma,·Farlanl', Alli·n, and llonzik (1954). In this 
longitudinal slndy, lhc aulhors sludi,·d ilw physical, m<>nlal, and personality development 
of 252 childreu. Tl11,sc childn·n w,·n· follow,·d from birth In maturity and constituted 
a represcnlalivl' sa111ph· of ,·v1·ry lhinl d,ild horn in Berkeley, Ca., bclwcen January I, 
1928 and June ,IO, 1929. Forly-si, lwhaviors wen· studied and data collected al 14 
different periods lwlwc:en 21 111011lhs a111l 1,J, years. The rcsnlls indicaled that many of 
the l,drnviors associaied wilh d"J>1'1•ssmn were pnwall'nl in lhis population. For example, 
37% of the girls mul :!9% of ilw hop showed insuffi<"i1·11l appelile al age 6, dropping to 
9% and 6%, respectively, hy age 1J. Anollwr behavior. withdrawal, was seen in 35% of 
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the population on the average. Again, this suggests that behaviors normally associated 
with depression may acquire an ephemeral quality and should be observed with other 
aspects of the condition taken into consideration; i.e., frequency, duration, etc. 
A third study by Lapouse (1966) use9,452 children, ages 6-12 years, randomly 
selected from households that were systematically sampled in Buffalo, New York. In-
formation was collected from interviews with the parents and teachers. The results 
showed that over 40% of the children had seven or more fears or worries, 20% have been 
enuretic in the recent past, about 50% were overactive, and 10% showed loss of temper 
one or more times a day. It is important to note that statistically significant levels of 
excessively high scores were found among the 6-8 group when compared with the 9-12 
group. The authors concluded: 
The strikingly high prevalence of so-called symptomatic behaviors, their 
excessive presence in younger as contrasted to older children, and the work 
association between these behaviors and adjustment give rise to the question 
whether behavioral deviations are truly indicative of psychiatric disorder or 
whether they occur as transient developmental phenomena in essentially 
normal children (p. 599). 
In another important study, Werry and Quay (1971) used the Quay-Peterson Be-
havior Problem Checklist to assess 1,753 children, ages 5-8, in the Urbana, Illinois school 
system (96% of entire population of that age in the city). This instrument is comprised 
of 55 behavior symptoms, 16 of which have been classified by various writers as symp-
toms of depression. The authors reported resu Its for both sexes and found that males 
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rcporlcd a11 ,11,,·rag<' of :l:l% of lh<' symplo111s, while females reported 18%. Their conclu-
sio11 was lite ·'the 111'1•vak11cc of 111a11y symploms of psychopathology in the general 
5-B year old pop11lalio11 is ,p,il,· high a11d their individual diagnostic value is therefore 
very li111ilcd" (p. 4:l). 111 addilio11 lo I his eo11c:l11sio11, lhc sludy pointed out the lack of 
\' 
signif'icanl dil'frrrnu·,~s hdwPc11 male and l"c111alc scores. 
Lcfkowil,. a11d ll11rlo11 ( 197B) suggcsl th al " "ide prevalence ol' these "depressive" 
behaviors in tlw g1:1wral population ll!11ds lo miligah' llw salience of Lhcse Lchaviors. 
They slalc llrnl ii' lll'haviors ass, ... ial<"<I wilh dcprcs.sio11 arc lra11sient, then clinicians would 
need lo modify lh<"ir diag11osis a11d ln·alml'11l plans accordi11gly. Further, Lefkowitz 
and B11rlo11 s11~~1•sl that if dPpn·ssio11 as ,1 clii1g11oslic c;1legury is lo have any vali<lil.y, in 
terms ol' dil'fen·11li;,1li11~ ii l'ro111 a lra11:--ic11I d1·,Tlop11u!11hil phenomena, llw11 one must 
look al lcmporal l'adors. rc·l'l'rrnl so11n·cs, awl addilio11al c:pidemiological faclors. Shcp-
anl, Oppcnlu·im, and ~lilclwll ( 11)71) l'l'ho !his hdi,·J' wlll'n !hey suggest that symptoms 
may rcpre:wnl 110 more llia11 a lt'mpon.ir) n·:-ipo11~1· lo cxlt:rnal l'aclors, or even a phase of 
normal devclop11w11I rnllH·r llia11 a clisord,·r of m1·11lal lll'allh, thus, m1y assessment of such 
conduct must t,1k1· inlo a,·1·011111 ii:-: d11ralirn1. 
llcprrssio11 as a :wparnt,· 1·11lit,. Criti,•i:,;111:,; ol' llw stucli(~S 1·i1t~d lo support dcprcs-
sioll as a cll'\'l'lop1111·11lal pl1t·1101111·11011 arc :--11111111ari:1.,~cl i11 a sl11Le111c11I 1,y Kushani, Husain, 
and Shckim ( I 'HI I): ·· ... I h,· st 11d il's ... 11 ,-r,· 1101 origi11ally dcsi;1:11,,il lo sl udy affective dis-
onfrn,; and sy111plo111s Wl'l'I' 1101 aclc·q11.1l1·I) diffc-n·111i:1l1·d alo11~ thl' dimensions of d11ra-
tio11, lypc, a11d ""'••rily" (p. I :i I). ~lor,· nili<'ally, i111·idl'11c:cs of isolalc<I symptoms were 
rcporlcd ralhcr lha11 llw i11C'iclc11t·c· of d1ilcln-11 with a ,·on· of depressive l'eal11rci--. Quay 
(197:l) furllwr cxpo11s1·s I his ,i,·11poi11l Ii) slali11g Iha! 1111· l"irsl slcp is lo dl'monslrntc 
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that there is a constellation of behaviors that can be reliably observed in one or more 
situations and then used to define the disorder accordingly. Once this is accomplished 
then etiological factors and outcome information can be added for the purpose of clinical 
value. Many researchers attempting to stud¥ depression in children as an independent 
entity have taken Quay's suggestion and have looked for various clusters of symptoms 
including consideration of temporal factors, severity, and type. 
An earlier study by Wiggins and Winder (1961) investigated social adjustment with 
preadolescent boys in a middle class community. Social adjustments were measured on 
I 
four dimensions/scales: 1) aggression, 2) dependency, 3) withdrawal, and 4) depression. 
The method of assessment was the development of the Peer Nomination Inventory. The 
instrument's four scales were developed from 3,290 behavior statements that were sorted 
by four judges. The judges were given operational criteria to follow in the sorting pro-
cess. A statement was used if it was agreed upon unanimously. One hundred and forty-
four items were categorized under depression, from which 12 were culled to measure 
this scale. Factor analysis indicated that the first two scales accounted for 65% of the 
total variance. The depression scale was not uniquely defined, and it was implied that per-
haps depression was ephemeral in nature. A second factor analysis indicated that the de-
pression items had definitive loadings on the withdrawal scale. Thus, the authors sug-
gested that their exploratory efforts to develop an instrument measuring depression was 
largely unsuccessful, due to their lack of understanding of the concept of depression as 




A second study (Siegelman, 1966) expanded on the Wiggins and Winder study by 
using the Peer Nomination Inventory to assess depression in a normal school population. 
Siegelman administered the instrument to 113 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade middle class 
boys which generated a 58 X 58 correlatio~ ,matrix which was factor analyzed. They 
examined five major adjustment areas: 1) aggression, 2) dependency, 3) withdrawal, 
4) depression, and 5) likeability. Each area contained 12 items, except likeability, which 
contained 8 plus 2 additional items relating to socioeconomic factors. The results indica-
ted that four factors accounted for 65% of the total variance. Withdrawal-depression was 
one of the four factors and another, crying, was comprised of four questions also contributing 
to the depression scale. Therefore, Siegelman suggests that withdrawal-depression is a 
potentially meaningful way in which to conceptualize depression as it exists in children. 
This agrees with Wiggins and Winder's suggestion that depression should be reconceptualized 
taking into account various other dimensions of the disorder. 
A third study to measure depression in children was conducted by Kovacs and 
Beck (1977). The short form of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck & Beck, 
1972) containing 13 items was administered to 63 seventh and eighth graders. The 
authors found that 33% of the sample fell into the "moderate to severe" depressive clas-
sification. The authors suggest that this high rate of incidence holds in abeyance the con-
clusion that depression exists as an independent entity, and suggest that a more parsimo-
nious explanation may be that a developmental phenomenon is being tapped. However, 
upon further analysis of the 33% "moderate to severe" depressive subjects, it was noted 




To this point, the studies suggesting that childhood depression exists as a separate 
entity are somewhat nebulous as to their conclusions. However, each of these was con-
ducted using only normals as subjects. This is another major criticism of the "develop-
mental" position of depression in children, Jfl that most studies make no comparisons 
between depressed populations and normal populations. The following research sup-
porting depression in children as a separate entity utilizes psychiatric probands and com-
pares them to "normal" populations. Other studies employ a descriptive method of 
study and provide factors that describe the childhood depressive disorder. 
The first study to be cited that was designed to identify and define a depressive 
illness in children was conducted by Ling, Oftedal, and Weinberg (1970). They investi-
gated depression by adapting well-established symptomology from adult depressive 
syndromes and applying them to children. In addition, they insertesJ a couple of factors 
pertinent to children, i.e., school performance/attendance (Table 1}. A child was con-,.' 
sidered depressed if he fulfilled four out of the total of 10 criteria. In addition, the child 
must not display evidence of any other psychiatric disorder. In a sample of 25, ages 
ranging from 4 to 16 years and presenting to neurology services for severe headaches, 
10 were diagnosed as depressed according to the 10 criteria. Furthermore, the authors 
reported that mood change, social withdrawal, and self-depreciation were the most com-
mon symptoms. Sleep disturbance, waking problems, dream content, decreased school 
performance, and various somatic complaints were also observed in 7 out of 10 depressed 
children. 
In another study (Weinberg, Rutman, Sullivan, Penick, & Dietz, 1973). a sample of 
72 children, ranging in age from 6-12 years, were studied upon referral to an educational 
. --- -
Publicalion 
Ling, 0 f'lcdal, and 




Charadcrislics of Chililhuod 
llc:Jll'cssivc ll isordcr 
L 
Characteristic depressive features 
Significant mood change 
Social withdrawal 
:J. lm:rcusingly poor school performance 
4. Aggressive l,chav iur no! previously 
pre:;e11I 
"· Slcc)l dislnrhanccs 
6. Sdf-dq,rcciation and beliefs of persc-
c11lio11 
7. Lack of energy 
U. Somalii: i:omplainls other than 
ill'mladu:s 
1J. School )lhohia 
I 0. Wci~hl loss and anorexia. 
Nulc: i,mphasis was placed on recent 
chml;.,?;<'S in hdrnvior. 
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diagnostic center. The authors sought to determine what portion of the 
children displayed depressive syndromes. They essentially used the symptom list from 
Ling et al. (1970). In order to be diagnosed as depressed, a child had to have both 
dysphoric mood and self-depreciatory ideation, and two or more of the additional eight ·, 
symptoms (Table 2). In addition, the symptoms had to be present for more than a 
month. 
The results of this study reported that 42 out of the 72 children met these criteria 
for depression. All the depressed children presented with school and/or behavior prob-
lems, that were generally untraceable to any specific stressor. The most common mani-
festations of depression were: 1) agitated behavior, 2) crying, 3) moodiness with sleep 
disturbance and/or somatic complaints, and 4) activity levels fluctuating from hypo-
activity to hyperactivity. Thirteen of the children reported death wishes/ideation, while 
three had actually attempted suicide. Over 57% of the children had seven or more of the 
10 symptoms, compared to a group of nondepressed children, none of whom had more 
than 4 ·symptoms. No differences were found in sex, age, grade, and tested 10. 
A descriptive study by Frommer (1968) sought to bring out the distinguishing 
features of depression. She compared 74 children who were suffering from a neurotic 
disorder to a group of 190 depressed children. According to Frommer, five symptoms 
significantly differentiate the depressed children from the neurotic (Table 3). Poznanski 
and Zrull (1970) purported to stuqy "affective depression" in children. The charts of 
1,788 children, up to age 12, were examined for the following symptoms: description 
of the child as sad, unhappy, and showing excessive self-criticism, feelings of inadequacy, 








Depressive Characteristics (Con't) 
Characteristic depressive feature 
1. Dysphoric mood 
2. Self-depreciatory ideation 
3. Aggressive behavior 
4. Sleep disturbance 
5. Change in school performance 
6. Diminished socialization 
7. Change in attitude toward school 
8. Somatic complaints 
9. Loss of usual energy 
10. Unusual change in appetite 
Publication 
Frommer, 1968 





Depressive Characteristics (Con't) 
Characteristic depressive feature 
1. Irritability 
2. Weepiness 
3. Complaint of depression 




1. Sad, unhappy and/or depressed 
2. Excessive self-criticism 
3. Feelings of inadequacy 
4. Difficulty sleeping 
5. Excessive concerns about death 
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rated the severity of depression. Out of 66 children rated "severe", only 10 met the 
criteria for "affective depression". Based on the records selected, Poznanski and Zrull 
reported that the most frequent symptom among this group of depressed children was 
negative self image. Other characteristics ar;41 listed in Table 3. 
A study by 8 irleson ( 1981) sought to answer the question of whether the diagnosis 
of depressive disorder in childhood has construct validity and to develop a self-rating 
scale for depression in children. To determine the question of diagnostic validity of the 
concept of childhood depression, Birleson selected 17 children, ages 7-13 years old, from 
a hospital based Department of Psychiatry. These 17 children were selected based on pre-
determined operational criteria. None were psychotic or had previous brain injuries. 
Following the selection of each depressed child, the author saw a control child from the 
clinic. The control group represented a wide diagnostic range and included children who 
were unhappy and demoralized. All the c!Jildren were interviewed in a systematic way 
and rated on an interview sheet for the presence of absence of signs and symptoms 
thought to be related to depression in children. Vignettes were prepared based on all 
information available, i.e., from the files, interviews, parents, etc. To assess the validity 
of the operational criteria, the vignettes on all children were given to three consultant 
psychiatrists and they were to assign them into categories of "depressed", "not de-
pressed", or "uncertain". They were not told how many children were allocated to each 
group so they had the option of assigning all children to one group if they felt that the 
evidence warranted such a decision. To assess the validity of the concept of depressive 




Birleson's results indicated that the three psychiatrists diagnoses agreed with his 
on 85% of the cases, while a check with another independent rater agreed with Birleson 
on 100% of the cases. Birleson suggests that the criteria used by the three psychiatrists 
closely related to the operational criteria of .this study, and that minor differences were 
.) 
likely due to training experiences, therapeutic biases, and model preferences of the de-
pressive disorder. 
Concerning validation of the concept of depressive disorder children, Birleson re-
ported that the differences between the depressed group and clinic controls were small, 
but in the predicted direction (based on adult depression research). Those differences 
from parental information were: 1) early difficulty feeding, 2) separation from parent 
before the age of three, 3) many changes of house, 4) parental history of disturbance, 
and 5) total stressor score (derived from addition of number of stressors). Differences 
obtained from the psychiatric interview indicated the depressed group was differentiated 
by the following: 1) preoccupation with morbid thought, 2) express feelings of low 
self-esteem, and 3) feeling unwanted and pessimistic about the future. Birleson con-
cluded by stating that this research provides substantial evidence for the concept of de-
pression in children and hypothesizes that his findings may have been stronger had he 
used a larger sample of subjects. 
Masked Depression Introduced 
The issue of whether depression exists as a separate entity became the central 
focus of a conference held by the National Institute of Mental Health in September of 
1975. In that conference it was stated that the majority of mental health professionals 
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clung to the viewpoint that "depression in childhood exists as a clinical entity of 
syndrome" (Schulterbrandt and Raskin, 1977). 
Once this assumption is made that childhood depression exists as a separate entity, 
the problem then becomes that of providing criteria and classifying depression in child-
,. 
hood. Observing various studies reveals a basic dichotomy in the literature. One view 
holds that except for some developmental-specific modifications, childhood depression 
resembles adult depression. The following symptoms are generally agreed upon in this 
position: 1) dysphoric mood; i.e., sadness, unhappiness, irritability, and weepiness; 
2) low self-esteem, self-depreciation, hopelessness, suicidal ideation, morbid ideas, recent 
poor academic performance, and disturbed concentration; 3) diminished psychomotor 
behavior, social withdrawal, and increased aggressiveness; and 4) fatigue, sleep problems, 
enuresis or encopresis, weight loss or anorexia, and somatic complaints. 
The alternate view essentially states that most children do not express depression 
directly and that it must be inferred from behaviors and symptoms "masking" the under-
lying depressive feelings that are thought to be unconscious. Some of the symptoms 
included in this position are: hyperactivity, delinquency, aggressiveness, irritability, 
psychological reactions, somatic complaints (especially headaches, stomachaches, and 
enuresis), and school problems (school phobia and/or poor school performance). 
A study of the concept of masked depression by Carlson and Cantwell ( 1980) 
essentially supports the notion that a group of children exists whose acting-out behavior 
is also accompanied by an underlying depression. The authors studied 102 children by 
systematically interviewing them in order to elucidate the category of masked depres-
sion. Their children ranged in age from 7 to 17 years and were chosen from a randomly 
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selected group of 210 English-speaking children seen for evaluation in a children's out-
patient department. They found that it was possible to diagnose depressed children who 
exhibited behavior disorders. These children who were considered to be "masking" 
their depression were diagnosed using the adult depressive criteria which were determined . ; 
during the interview. The authors also administered the Children's Depression Inventory 
(Kovacs & Beck, 1977) to the 102 children. They were divided into five groups according 
to DSM-I I I criteria, three of which are pertinent to this study: primary affective dis-
orders, secondary affective disorder with behavior disorder, and behavior disorder alone. 
The results indicated that the children diagnosed as having both a secondary affective 
disorder and a behavior disorder were significantly higher on the COi than any other 
group. The authors conclude that this group of children seems to be "masking" their 
depression and summarize their study by stating that "although we have not addressed ... 
all types of masked depression, we conclude that in some children with hyperactivity, 
aggressive behavior, and some antisocial behavior, a depressive disorder coexists" (p. 449). 
Other proponents of masked depression adhere to the strong belief that depres-
sion in children is generally masked by symptoms not readily identifiable with this condi-
tion. Glaser ( 1966) states that the concept of masked depression consists of two facets: 
1) the child should present with symptoms not usually associated with depression, and 
2) there should be sufficient evidence that the patient's psychopathology features depres-
sive elements. He defines depressive elements in terms of negative self-evaluation and 
perceived rejection by others. These elements should be somewhat unwarranted and un-
connected with actual life situations. Symptom clusters masking possible depression in-




:l) psyd,ophysiolugic n:acliuns (sec Table 4.). Jn the Puznanski and Zrull (1970) study 
d,·scrilH"d c:arlii:r. ihc:y reported that out of ilu: 10 children meeting the criteria of 
"affcetivc depression" all lO showed behaviors of aggression and acting-out. They 
sugg:esl that these hchaviors •~mask" lhc u11derlyi11g dcprcs1Sio11. 
,., 
Toolan ( L 962) stales lhal allhongh "over( manifcslalions of depression are rare 
in d1ildrc·.n ... , depressive feelings and depressive e<p1ivalents arc commonly encountered" 
(p. 406). II,· stales ihal the adult dini.-.11 piclure of depression - namely, retardation in 
mental and physical adivily, i11sum11i:.1, fodin~s ol' depression, apalhy, worthlessness, 
nihilism, as well as suil'idal 11rc:occupalions. is rarely ,·11cou11lcred in children (see Table 
4,). Toolan proposes ihal dq1r1"ssiV!' fl'l'ii11gs in ilw growing child are displaced by 
111'.haviornl-prulilems. F11rilu,rn1on·. lw adds. all lwhavioral symploms the child dcscrilies 
"should lie considered evide11<T ui' dq1rl'ssio11" (p. 412). 
The Cylryn ,111,I McK111·w ( 197-2) sludy pr .. viously l'ii,·d proposed a classification 
of d1il<lhood d,·pressiou. ,\s i111li,·a1<·d .-arli,·r, IIH" au I hors slai,•d ihal after reviewing 
Lhcir liLcralurc and n~st•art'h. tlcprcssio11 in lalc•rn·y•agl' diildn:11 111ay he divided into 
three dislincl calcgorics ha:•wtl upon di11ic·al 111:.111ifc·slalio11s. l',1111'ily liackground, duration 
of the ill1w~s, premorhid hislor~. and prt·t·ipilali11µ: fal'lors. TIH· llirt•t· categories arc: 
I) masked ,lqircssio11, 2) ,u·.ule dcpr.-ssio11. a11d ,I) ,·hroni,· dq1r .. ssio11. Of ihe ihrcc, 
Cylryn a11d M.-1,m:w propose Iha( ··111ask.:d ,h-pn·ssion" is (Ill' mos( co111nw11. They 
stall' ihal depressio11 in d1ildrc11 is 111,mii'csl,·.d i11 ihn·,· '"')"' I) i'a11lasy or dn•.am con-
lenl, 2) vcrlrnl expression, a11d ,l) mood aml hd,avior. 111 mask,·d dcpressio11, hehavior8 
inclu ,I,~ hy peracl ivi l y. ag-grcs~i\·c11Pss. sd1m,I l'ai 111 re. 1ldi 1Ht 11t·11ry. aml psycl1osomal ic 
symptoms. Bal-.wi11 (1972) also lakes (Ill' posilio11 Iha( d1"pn·ssio11 i11 d1ildr1"11 is ufll'n 
l'11lilisl1er 
TABLE 4 





I. Tc111pcr la11lrums, di,;obedicnce, truancy, 
running: away, delinquency 
'..!. School phooia, failure lo achieve in school, 
f1~y1·.l1,,11eurolic reaetio11s 






~)asked Depressive Characteristics (Con't) 
Masking symptoms 
I. Temper tantrum 
2. Disobedience 
3. Truancy 
4. llunning away from home 
5. Accident proneness 
6. Masochism 
~ Self-destructive behaviors '· 
B. lloredom 
9. Restlessness 








masked by other behavioral manifestations such as acting-out, poor school performance, 
aggressive behavior, and irritability. However, he also notes that "loss of self-esteem" 
is a prominent symptom of depressed children; the child " ... regards himself as a failure, a 
jerk, a flop" (p. 56). In addition to other cgre symptoms of depression, there are fre-
quent somatic and other complaints. Headaches and poor appetite may be presenting 
symptoms (for a complete list of these two studies see Table 5). 
Schapira (1972) suggests various ways in which depressive illnesses may be masked 
with the patient's age and personality being the most salient factors. He states that 
the most prominent feature evident in a masked depression is the !ability of mood dis-
played by the child. Also, Schapira indicates that drug dependence may be a strong 
indicator of other types of pathology. 
Lesse ( 1972) describes acting-out behavior patterns that mask depression in various 
states of life. He describes the pattern in children as consisting of: 1) disobedience, 
2) temper tantrums, 3) truancy, and 4) running away. He suggests that these behaviors 
are often a part of an initial syndrome, representing an active protest stage, followed in-
sidiously by apathy with decreased physical and mental activity and rejecting of social 
relationships. 
Opponents of the concept of masked depression argue that the concept serves no 
heuristic value. As Kovacs and Beck (1977) have summarized, 
the corresponding publications ... suggest the term 'masked depression' may be 
misleading and unnecessary. Proponents of the concept of masked depression 
make it clear that masked depression cannot be diagnosed without proof of de-
pression (p. 22). 
Publisher 
Cytryn & McKnew, 1974 
Bawkin, 1972 
TABLE 5 






3. School failure 
4. Delinquency 
5. Psychosomatic symptoms 
1. Acting-out 
2. Poor school performance 




The Role of Social Relationships in Masked Depression 
When the literature on depression and masked depression .is scanned, a common 
vein begins to develop. Indeed, a major component seems to be the social relationships 
of the child. It appears that when a child begins to be isolated from attachments with 
others, inevitably a depression coexists. Whether depression is a cause or consequence 
I 
of social isolation may be difficult to determine. As Weiss (1973) indicates, loneliness 
and various "depressive" moods are related to social detachment. Also, Weiss suggests 
that the feeling of social detachment may grow more intense if extended over time, to 
the point that the child's ability to establish strong social ties is lost. It seems that a 
child in this condition may well lose a sense of "social conscience" to such an extent 
that inappropriate acting-out behaviors do not reflect an underlying depression but 
rather a "lifestyle" or personality malformation. In contrast, the child with social attach-
ments wou Id experience an awareness of hjs/her behavior's effect on others and, sub-
sequently, feel depressed. 
Hetherington et al. ( 1971) in their study of delinquency point out that the syn-
drome is often manifest in several distinct types of children: 1) the psychopathic type 
associated with lack of regard for others, 2) the disturbed type related to social with-
drawal and depression, and 3) the subcultural type involving the establishment of social 
relationships with members of a group viewed as delinquent and/or deviant. It is pointed 
out that Groups 1 and 3 represent acting-out children who do not have healthy, stable 
social relationships while Group 2 contains acting-out children who do have stable social 
relationships and have become depressed. Matza (1964) supports this notion in his view 
that purports that children conform to what they perceive to be the peer group's norms 
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and that delinquents are very much aware of their behavior's effect on others. Therefore, 
a child who has social attachments is more likely to feel remorse and depression when 
he/she begins to act-out as contrasted to a child who is lacking in social attachment. 
Short (1966) indicates that those individuals involved in gang activities appear to 
be at a disadvantage in terms of basic interpersonal skills. He reports that this type of 
delinquency does not meet the needs for interpersonal skills that are necessary for family 
life, vocational competency, or any other community activity. In fact, Short states, 
"they are often at a complete loss in terms of personal interactions if they are removed 
from the arena with which they are familiar" (p. 425). Furthermore, this type of child 
who is acting-out appears to be qualitatively different from a child who has developed 
stable social relationships, in that these individuals have learned a different set of stan-
dards that are atypical and promote a lack of regard for peer relations. It is thought 
that they feel very little depression with their acting-out. 
Kashani, Hearichs, Reid, and Huff (1982) attempted to investigate the relationship 
between social relationships and an underlying depression. The authors divided 120 boys 
into four groups according to their DSM-II I diagnostic categories. These four groups 
were the subtypes of the Conduct Disorders: 1) aggressive-socialized, 2) aggressive-
nonsocialized, 3) nonaggressive-socialized, and 4) nonaggressive-nonsocialized. After 
division of the groups the study investigated the percentage of these boys which were given 
the DSM-I I I diagnosis of depression in addition to the Conduct Disorder (for DSM-I I I criteria 
for depression see Table 6). Their hypothesis was based on the idea set forth by Cytryn 
and McKnew (1~72) that the groups with better premorbid adjustment groups (socialized) 




Depressive Characteristics (Con 't) 
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Characteristic depressive features 
1. Dysphoric mood 
2. Poor appetite or significant weight loss 
3. Insomnia or hypersomnia 
4. Psychomotor agitation or retardation 
5. Loss of interest or pleasure in usual 
activities 
6. Loss of energy; fatigue 
7. Feelings of worthlessness, self-reproach, 
undue guilt 
8. Diminished ability lo think or concen-
trate 





adjustme11t gru11ps (undcroocialized). The results indicate lliat there were no significant 
differences hct\\'l,u these groups. They concluded the "the general classificati~n schemes 
using socializcd-u1ukrsoeiali,.cd ... allho11gh exlrc111cly useful in suLclassification of the 
heterogeneous syndrome or the dcli1ul'1e11cy ... may not Le specific enough to categorize 
the depressed and no111lcprcs,wd group" (p. 94B). 
lt should be noted I hat this slluly makes no allcmpt to measure depression. 
Kasha11i and his associalcs merely look al whal pcrec11lage of boys that are diagnosed 
Conduct Disorder arc also diag11os,·d depressed. Ir a dq,rcssion is truly masked, then 
it may not be cvidcnl whe11 a di.1~11osis is rcmlcrcd. Thus, more specific assessment of 
an underlying dcprcssio11 may he 11ccded lo confirm lhc ri11dings of Kashani et al. Their 
study may, in fact, provide a """Y 11s1{ul way of vicwi11g lhc co11ccpl of masked depres-
sio11. The social rcla1io11ship fo.-lor may well provide diffcrcnliation for a group of chil-
dren who arc acfing-0111 as a 11u·a11s ol' mask.in~ a dcpre~.sion versus a group of children 
who arc acling-0111 [or some ollwr n,;1sim, j,I'·• pcrsonalily disorder or psychosis. Those 
masking a depression may be uus,·rvc,I I•.) 1Li.vc a hislory or slable social relationships, 
while those who ure ncling-011( l'or n~a~ons other than dcpn'.S8ion may have a history of 
poor social rdationships. 
METJIOIJS 
S11hj,·t'.ls. One 111,ndn·d and forty-seven subjei:Ls were lcsled in this study, 95 were 
male and 52 wi,n: female. One hu111lrcd and scvcnlci:n or the subjects were in-patients 
al Millcn:ek l'syd,ialrit C.-nlcr for Children (~IPCC) in Cincinnati, Ohio, while the re-
maining 30 were fro111 a local grade school. The subjects ranged in age from 7-17, with 
mean age or 13.2 years. The 30 suLjcels fro1_n the local grade school comprised the 
"normal" group or suhjccls, while the 117 psychiatric children were divided into the 
following 3 groups based on llSM-111 criteria: l) Depressed, 2) Conduct Disorder-So-
ciali,.cd, or 3) Conducl J)isordcr-Nonsoeialized. MPCC is a state supported hospital for 
cnwlionally ,lislurhcd youlh. Each child upon admittance is assigned a treatment team 
comprised or al lcasl one psychiatrist, one psychologist, a social worker, nurse, and staff 
member. This team is responsible for the assessment of each child and making an appro-
prialc diaguosis. Diagnoses arc rendered upon agreement of each team member and are 
based upon crilcria oullined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-Third Edition. 
DSM-Ill crilt-ria arc as follows for the three psychiatric groups: 
J) Depressed. 
A) Dysphoric mood or loss of interest or pleasure in all or almost all usual 
activities and pastimes. Characteristic symptoms: depressed, sad, 
liluc, hopeless, low down in the dumps, irrilaLlc. The mood disturbance 
must be prominent and relatively persislenl, 1ml not necessarily the 
most dominant symptom, and can b.- laLilc from one dysphorie mood 
to another. 
ll) At least four of the following symptoms present nearly every day for 




1. poor appetite or significant weight loss; 
2. insomnia or hypersomnia; 
3. psychomotor agitation or retardation; 
4. loss of interest or plea~re in usual activities; 
5. loss of energy; fatigue; 
6. feelings of worthlessness, self-reproach, or excessive guilt; 
7. complaints or evidence of diminished ability to think or con-
centrate; and 
8. recurrent thoughts of death, suicidal ideation, wishes to be dead, 
or suicide attempt. 
Cl Symptoms not due to schizophrenic disorders. 
2) Conduct Disorder-Socialized. 
Al Evidence of social attachment to others as indicated by at least two 
of the following behavior patterns: 
1) has one or more peer-group friendship that has lasted over six 
' 
months, 
2) extends himself or herself for others even when no immediate 
advantage is likely, 
3) apparently feels guilt or remorse when such a reaction is appro-
priate (not just when caught), 
4) avoids blaming or informing on companions~ 
5) shows concern for the welfare of friends or companions. 
3) Condud Disordcr-Nonsocializcd. 
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A) Failure lo cstaLlish a normal degree of affection, empathy, or bond with 
others as evidenced by no more than one of the following indications 
of social al lachmcnls: 
I) has 01w or more pcer-gr~up friendship that has lasted over six 
months, 
2) cxt,·nds himself or herself for others even when no immediate 
advantage is likely, 
3) apparenlly f.,,·ls guill or remorse when such a reaction is appro-
priate (not jnsl when caught), 
4) avoid.s bla111i11g or i11forming on companions, 
5) shows ,·011,·crn for the welfare of friends or companions. 
4) Normals. 
A) Must 1101 display ,u·tin~-0111 behaviors characteristic of Groups 2 and 3. 
ll) Must 1101 ma11if.,sl symploms-Lchaviors characteristic of Group 1. 
C) M11sl nol IHn•c a history of psychiatric problems or treatment. 
The 147 subj,·ds mcclinl!: llw l'rileria were dislriLuted in the following way for 
the total age populalion: dcpr.-ss,,.l cc :30, conduct disorder-socialized= 45, conduct 
disorder-nonsocialized = 4:.!, and lhl' n,irn111ls = 30 (sec TaLle 8 for a summary of the 
demographi_c characteristics). 
Instruments. Tlw Clll was sd.:dcd as an appropriate instrument lo measure 
depression. The CD! is a sclf-r<'porl insln1111enl Lhal assesses depression by having the 
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used self-report measures with children. It evolved from the Beck Depression Inventory 
{Beck, 1972) and consists of 27 items which require the child to select among 
alternatives on a 3-point scale that measures absence, presence, and frequency of 
symptoms {see Appendix A). Norms have been developed on normal and clinical samples 
(; 
of children, ages 7-17 years {Kovacs, 1980). The instrument yields a total score ranging 
from 0-54, with cutoff levels for varying degrees of severity of depression identified 
based on the normative samples. Data on internal consistency of the items from clinic 
and nonclinic samples as well as interitem and item-total score correlations yielded 
correlations in the moderate range. Test-retest reliability using the CDI is varied at this 
point. Kovacs (1980) reported significant levels of test-retest reliability. Saylor, Finch, 
Spirito, and Bennett (1980) reported test-retest correlations of .38 to .87, depending on 
the population {normal versus emotionally distrubed) and the time between test 
administration {one week to six weeks). 
The CDI has been found to correlate moderately with global depression ratings 
based on interviews with children {r= +.55; Kovacs & Beck, 1977). Additionally, Carlson 
and Cantwell (1980) found those children who were diagnosed as having affective dis-
orders scored significantly higher on the CD I than those children who were diagnosed 
without affective disorders. 
Kovacs (1980) also found significant correlations between CDI scores and 
clinician's independent global depression ratings {r = +.55) in a study of 39 
psychiatric patients and 20 normal children with no history of psychiatric contacts, 
suggesting that the inventory taps a clinically valid entity. In this study, furthermore, 
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lhe inslrurnenl dilforenlii1le1l the psychiatric sample from the non-clinical sample, based 
upon a comparison of I heir rcspcctivr means a11d mo<les. 
The nature of the CD I must lie considered when using it to assess childhood 
depression. Validity will vary whether the COi is perceived as a single-factor or a multi-,, 
factor instrnmcnl. Thal is, correlations vary with other measures depending on whether 
the total score is used lo correlate with the other measures, or whether independent 
factors derived !'rum lhc inslrnmenl arc used lo correlate with other measures. Kovacs 
(1980) reports that lhc CDl appears lo he a single-faclor measure, that factor being de-
pression. 
Procedure. Tiu: CD! was adminislcn:d lo the l 17 subjects admitted to the psychi-
atric hospital within three days of their adn,ission. The additional 30 subjects consti-
tuting the "normal" group all received the Cl>I ailminislralion 011 one day. The 27 CDI 
items were summed and a tolal score was d,,rived for each individual. A one~way 
ANO VA was then p,·rl"uruwd lo lcsl for signifii:anl diffcn:necs bet ween the means of the 
four diagnostic groups. After the original J\NO\' i\ for the Iota! age group was performed, 
it was felt that lhc age r:inge may conslilult: lwo dislint:I populations representing chil-
dren and adolcscenls. Therefore, an arhilrary a~•· or 13 was selected as a cutoff point 
based upon th" median of lhc Iola! populaliim. llividinµ; the subjects into a 13-and-
undcr group and a 14-and-oldcr group, 1111, dia~nosli,· ,:.1lcgorics wcrn dislrihulcd in the 
following way for the 13-and,tmdcr: di:prcsscd- 14, rn11<l11cl disonler-socialized = 17, 
conducl disordcr-nonsocialized '-- 19, a111l 1111' nonnab"' 27. The 14-and-ohlcr group were 
distributed as follows: depressed= I h. c1111d11,·I disonb·-socializcd = 28, conduct 
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disordcr-nonsocialized = 23, and the normals= 3. S11hse,111ent ANOVAs were performed 
011 these age categories. Duncan's i\lulliple Range Tests then provided further informa-
' 
lion concerning the direction of the differences l",t ween the groups. 
RESULTS 
A one-way ANOVA was performed on the total CD I score to determine if sig-
nificant differences existed between the four diagnostic groups. This analysis for the 
total age sample indicated significant differences between the four diagnostic groups, 
E,(3, 143) = 6.60,_p <'.05. Subsequent analy~is using a Duncan's Multiple Range Test 
indicated that the depressed group and the conduct disorder_-nonsocialized group scored 
significantly higher than the conduct disorder-socialized and the normal groups (I! .01). 
No differences were found between the depressed and conduct disorder-nonsocialized 
groups, nor between the normal and conduct disorder-socialized groups, however. 
A second ANOVA, performed on ages 14-17 years, indicated that there were no 
significant differences between the means of the four diagnostic groups. 
A third ANOVA performed on ages 6-13 years, indicated that there were sig-
nificant differences between the means of the four diagnostic groups £.(3, 143) = 15.29, 
e,<.01. Subsequent analysis using a Duncan's Multiple Range Test indicated that the means 
of the depressed group and the conduct disorder-nonsocialized group were significantly 
higher than the conduct disorder-socialized group and the normal group (E<.01 ). No 
differences existed between the depressed and conduct disorder-nonsocialized groups, 
nor between the conduct disorder-socialized and normal groups. (A complete summary 
of these means are found in Table 8). 
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The analysis of variance for the total age sample indicated significant differences 
between the depressed and conduct disorder-nonsocialized groups and the conduct dis--
order-socialized and normal groups. This fails to confirm the major hypothesis of this 
study, which postulated that the socialized woup would score higher on the CDI than the 
nonsocialized. Several explanations may be offered for the results. The first major ex-
planation focuses on the instrument itself. It is uncertain, based on the results of this 
study, whether the CDI is actually measuring depression or overall severity of pathology. 
It may be that the nonsocialized group represents a more severe type of disturbance than 
the socialized group. By DSM-I I I definition (1978), the nonsocialized children differ 
from the socialized primarily in their inability to maintain stable social relationships. In 
that social bonds and attachments have been shown to be vital in normal child develop-
ment (Weiss, 1973; Matza, 1964). the nonsocialized group would represent a more 
severely distressed group of children. Thus, the CDI may not be measuring differences in 
depression as much as the duration and severity of overall pathology between the groups. 
Another problem with the instrument has to do with its utility as an unidimensional 
measurement of depression. If the individual item endorsements were to be examined, 
it might be that what actually inflates the total score for the nonsocialized group are 
those items that deal with social relationships. Items dealing with self-concept, mood, 
appetite, and guilt might be endorsed equally by the two groups. While the socialized 
group may endorse these depressive symptoms, their lack of endorsement of the social 
relationship items may produce on overall score that is significantly lower than the non-
socialized group. As such, the CD I total score might not actually be measuring depres-




A third prnhlelll with the CDI 1:c11lcrs 011 the lllcthod of measurement employed 
Ly the inslrnlllc11l. Self-report may 1101 lw a11 appropriate method to assess a depression 
that is masked. lly dcfi11il io11, masked dcprcssiu11 refers lo an unconscious process where-
by aeli11g-011l lwhavior defends against co11s1:io11s awareness of depressive feelings and 
idcalio11: As s11ch, the pcrso11 may 1101 he a1siarc of subjective depression but rather of the 
acling-oul behaviors and 1111: cu11se11uc11ces of thost: behaviors. Indeed, ii may Le that 
a projective i11slru111e11l or so111e type of peer i11vi,11lury would provide a clearer picture 
as Lo which group may be t1,~l'e111li11g ugainsl au underlying depression. 
A second major explanation focuses 011 the assignment of s11lijecls lo diagnostic 
categories. In order lo dcter111i11e m11l i,xplai11 the diffen·nces found lietwcen the two con-
duel disorder groups, a 11iort~ lhorough k11owlcd~n of lhc groups' charnclcristics must he 
ascertained. Al lhis poinl, ii is u11ccrlai11 as lo how the nousociafo,;cd and socialized 
groups actually diffr.r. Variables such as d11rnlio11 of the acli11g-011l behaviors, family 
history, prccipilali11g slri-.ssors, lyp1·. of ai:li11g-oul hclrnviurs, SES, IQ, referral source, 
numlwr ul" social allacl1mc11ls, and school prohll'ms wrrc 11011:unlrollcd or examined 
in this study. II may 1)1' that diffen:11ees in CDI scores am lu:llcr accounted for by any 
number of these varialiles rnlhcr than allrihulcs or the social-uonsocial dimension. 
Future re.search should examine and co11lrol lht•st~ l"ador:; as well. 
Also n:lalcd lo the assign111e11l or s11l1jecls lo !!:roups is the fact the i11lerrater re-
lialiilily was 1101 examined in this sl111ly. I•:ven lhou~h cascs were assigned lo one of the 
three groups hy a 1n,al1111:nl team, juslificalion a111l support for the assignment of cases into 
the socialized or nonsocialized group would lie grcally enhanced if a correlation with 
other inilcpcndcnl raters hail liccn eslahlished. 
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The results of this study also need to be considered from a theoretical viewpoint. 
The present findings may be understood by considering the social reinforcement aspects 
of depression (Weiss, 1973). It may be that the efficacy of social relationships in depres-
sion was underestimated when the expectatiRns of this study were considered. From a 
social reinforcement perspective, the nonsocialized group would, in fact, be the most 
likely group to be experiencing depression. The social attachments and bonds necessary 
to reinforce appropriate behavior and positive self-esteem are absent in this group, thus 
a depression is more likely to exist with various inappropriate acting-out behaviors being 
expressed. 
The socialized group, on the other hand, may not be depressed because of their 
ability to maintain positive social ties. The social ties may serve to provide positive feed-
back on the child's self-esteem as well as provide a buffer against severe depressive 
thought and/or behavior. It may be that if their social contacts began to deteriorate, they 
would begin to look more and more like the depressed group as well. 
A psychoanalytically-oriented approach might view the present findings from a 
somewhat different perspective. Abraham ( 1968) stated that separation from love 
objects results in feelings of anger and hostility, eventuating in guilt and loss of self-
esteem. By definition, the nonsocialized group represents a population that has been 
considerably separated from object relationships in general. It is deducible that this group 
is expressing anger overtly in acting-out behavior, while the inner feelings of guilt and 
negative self-esteem may remain hidden. The socialized group, having maintained contact 
with people in their environment, may not be experiencing the type of intense anger, 
hostility, and guilt that is characteristic of depression. Further, the nonsocialized group 
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may represent a more severly disturbed group of children due to significant ego weak-
nesses. 'This is seen in their poor impulse control, poor frustration tolerance, narcissistic 
lifestyle, and inability to establish and maintain social relationships. The socialized 
group, while certainly showing loss of impul~e control, is still able to establish and main-
tain stable social relationships thereby indicating stronger ego functioning. Not only 
could this explain why the nonsocialized group is scoring higher on the measure of de-
pression, but it also supports earlier notions that what is actually being measured is 
severity of pathology rather than just depression. 
The ANO VA for the 13-and-under group indicates significant differences that are 
identifical to that of the total age population. However, the ANOVA for the 14-and-
older group found no significant differences between the four diagnostic groups. This 
_suggests that depression in adolescents may be different than in children. Although 
this may very well be true, interpretation of these results is difficult due to the signifi-
cantly low number of subjects found in the "normal" group. In any case, the findings 
seem to support those authors who posit that adolescents experience and express their 
psychopathology in ways that are different from children (Offer, 1969; Blas, 1962). 
Future studies are needed to examine this issue more closely. 
One interesting implication of this study has to do with the treatment of children 
diagnosed as conduct disorder-nonsocialized. Traditionally, these children have been 
seen as "antisocial" and largely resistant to psychotherapeutic efforts. As such, treatment 
programs have often been based upon strict conformity and direct confrontation of 
their problematic behavior. The present results suggest that this group of children may 
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be experiencing a considerable amount of depression and inner turmoil and that treatment 
programs need to attend to their internal distress and impaired social relationships as well 
as their acting-out behavior (Masterson & Costello, 1980). 
Future research should focus more precisely on the interaction between depres-
sion, social isolation, and acting-out behavior. To this end, a different classification 
of acting-out children needs to employ more specific criteria, such as comparing a 
group of children who are reacting to a particular stressor and have had relatively good 
premorbid social adjustment (reactive) with a group of children who have had an ex-
tended history of acting-out with poor social adjustment and no apparent stressor (pro-
cess). Various methods of measuring depression such as projective tests, peer inven-
tories, and parental checklists could then be used to help tap the presence of an under-
lying depression that may be masked. Until such research is conducted, the concept 
of masked depression will remain controversial. 





Kids sometimes have different feelings a11d ideas. This form lists the feelings and ideas 
in groups. From each group, pick 011e sentence that deseriLes you hes! for the past two 
weeks. After you pick u sentence from the first gro11p, go 011 Lo the next group. 
There is no right answer or wrong a11swer. Just pick the sc11le11cc Lhal best describes 
the way you have hec11 rt,i:.,11Lly. 1'111 a mark like this X next lo your answer. Put the 
mark in the hox nexl lo Lhl' sentence that you pick. 
Herc is an example of how this form works. Try ii. 1'111 a mark rwxl lo tlw sentence 
that clcscrihcs you ))('Si. 
Exampll': ___ I n·ad hooks all the liuw. 
I read hooks 01we in ;:1 while. 






Children's Depression lnvcnlury (Con 't) 
I am sad once in a while. 
I am sad many limes. 
I a111 sad all the lime. 
Nothing will ever work oul for me. 
I am nol sure if things will work uul for me. 
Things will work uul for me O.K. 
I du must things O.K. 
I do many things wrong. 
l do every thing wrong. 
I have f1111 in many things. 
I have fun in some things. 
N olhing is fun al all. 
I am bad all the time. 
1 am bad many time,. 








Children's lll'prcssion Inventory (Con't) 
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1 tl,ink abonl had 1hi11gs happening lo me once in a while. 
1 worry Iha! ba,l things will happen lo me. 
I am sure that lcrrihll' lhings will happen lo me. 
I hale myself. 
J ,lo nol like myself. 
I like myself. 
All hml things arc my fanll. 
Many had thin!!s arc my faull. 
Bad things arc nol usually my faull. 
I do not think a Lon L killing myself. 
I 1hi!1k aLonl killing myself. 
1 w,1111 lo kill myself. 
I feel like crying every day. 
l feel like crying many <lays. 






Children's Depression lnvenlory (Con't) 
Things !,other me all Lhc time. 
Things bother me many limes. 
Things !,other me 011cc i11 a while. 
I like l,cing wi I I, people. 
I do nol like being will, l""'Pli' many times. 
1 do not want lo he with 111,ople at all. 
I cannot make np my mind abont thinv;s. 
It is hard lo makt: "JI Ill) mind about things. 
l make up my mind alm11l lhingti easily. 
I look O.K. 
Then: 11ni somt~ bml thing~ ahoul my looks. 
I look ugly. 
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I have to push mysdl" all tlw Lime Lo do my schoolwork. 
I have to push 111ys.-ll" 111,111:v ti1111,s lo do my schoolwork. 






Children's llq11·.,ssion lnvi:nlory (Con't) 
I have lrouhlc sleeping every nigh!. 
I have lroul,le sleeping many nights. 
I sleep prdly well. ., 
I am l ired 01tct! in a while. 
I am tired many days. 
I am tired all the time. 
Most days I do 110I J',·d lik" i,aling:. 
Many days I do 110I J'l'd Iii"' i,aling:. 
I cal pretty Wl'li. 
l do nol worry ahoul ;.u·lu:s and pains. 
I worry nhoul m·hr:-. and pain~ many times. 
I worry ahuul adll's a111l pains all thi, tim<". 
I do nut J'cd alon,·. 
I fed alone many I inll's. 








Chil<lrc11 's I kprnssio11 I IIV<'II lory (Co11 'l) 
I 11cver have 1'1111 al school. 
I have 1'1111 al school only once in a while. 
I have l'un al sdwol many limes. 
I hav<' plenty ol' friends. 
I have some l'ricnds h11l I wish I had more. 
I do nol have a11y fric11ds. 
My schoolwork is all ri!>;hl. 
l\ly schoolwork i:- nut as good as lat•l'on:. 
I ,lo wry badly i11 s11hjecls I 11s1,i( lo h<' good i11. 
I can 1teV('I" lw as good as ollwr kids. 
I can IH~ u~ good as oilier kid::- ii' I wa11l lo. 
I a111 j11sl as good as olher kids. 
NoLody really loves 111c. 
I am nol sure ii' anyluuly loves me. 





Children's ll<'pression Inventory (Con'L) 
I nsually du whal I am told. 
I do not ,lo what I am told must times. 
I never do what I am lol,I. :. 
I gel along with people. 
I gel into fights man) times. 
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